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Memorandum
To:  Licensing Team
From: Lisa Duffy

         Our Ref:       CONSL/103824/21
Your Ref:     Rother Barn Christmas Tree
Date: 19 November 2021

Re: Rother Barn Christmas Tree Farm, Rother Barn, Farnham Road, Liss, GU33 6LJ

Thank you for consulting Environmental Protection on the above application.

This site has previously held events via TEN applications to the Council. Upon checking the
case history, we do not appear to have received any complaints about previous events, and
have not had cause to object to any applications. It is on record however, that we were
contacted by an individual regarding an event which took place, but the enquiry was
subsequently withdrawn by the individual following advice that answered their query that
was given to them by the licensing team. 

Upon reviewing the application, I have concerns about the potential noise issues as the
applicant is applying for live music in an open space area, that has residential properties in
the vicinity. A site visit was arranged with the applicant, Kelly Phipps, and our concerns were
discussed.

During the visit, a number of conditions were suggested and discussed, and subsequently,
further conditions have also been discussed with the applicant since the site visit.

Environmental Protection would like to make representations in respect of the above
application as I have concerns that granting the Licence would pose a significant risk
of public nuisance from noise.

I am satisfied that if any licence you are minded to grant is made subject to the following
conditions, this should reduce the risk of public nuisance by an acceptable amount.

1. There shall be no more than 12 regulated entertainment events per calendar year.
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2. There shall be a minimum of 10 days between each regulated entertainment event.

3. Each regulated entertainment event shall be held on either Friday, Saturday or Sunday,
with no regulated entertainment events taking place over 2 or more days.

4.  The music noise level shall be no greater than 65dB(A) when measured as a 5 minute
LAeq at a distance of 150m from the front of the stage on Andlers Ash Road. (supporting
map image enclosed)

5. During events involving regulated entertainment, the applicant shall be in
control of the speaker system.

6. The licensee shall notify the Environmental Protection team at least 14 days in advance
of the 1st event from the date of this Licensing Hearing, so as attendance can be arranged
for the implementation of condition number 4. This is to help ensure the licensee can
accurately and effectively take noise measurements and comply with condition 4.

I have raised my concerns with the applicant and they may amend the application by
confirming agreement to the above conditions with you in writing. Should you in due course
receive a satisfactory written agreement to the above conditions, you may consider that my
representations have been withdrawn.

However, in the event of the application subsequently going to a hearing, I would request
that the above conditions be considered by the Licensing Committee for any licence they
are minded to grant.

If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me.

Kind regards,

Lisa Duffy
Environmental Protection Officer


